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67 200 Child Pornography Titles that were in the possession of Viacom’s
board members hands but they did nothing about stopping its
distribution:
http://www.antitrust.slated.org/media-defender/4307.html	
  
Re: Individuals at Microsoft/Cnet are building a Network to control the Internet
as an IPTV distribution system at the expense of Industry and worse…
Children’s innocence.
This document will point to key individuals in major corporations who have
colluded to not just hide the existence of these films but actually encourage
the growth of the Network that hosts them.
This includes images and videos of infants and small children being raped
and molested. They know what has happened and they continue to
encourage the Network’s use and its distribution as much as possible. Paul
Allen, Sumner Redstone, Shelby Bonnie, Jarl Mohn and Quincy Smith have
never been held accountable.
The purpose of Microsoft/CBS/Cnet’s scheme is to distribute this peer to peer
software (Bittorrent, Lime Wire, Azereus, Kazza, FrostWire and many others),
to create an IPTV Network to dominate the Internet as a Video distribution
platform. Note that over several years, this peer to peer Network would save
CBS billions of dollars in bandwidth charges whilst delivering Video across
this Network.
Please note that Lime Wire and Kazza have been outlawed in the US and
Azereus is illegal in France. Technically speaking Frost Wire and Bittorrent is
in fact Lime Wire and Azereus combined.And these companies contune to
abuse their powers and hide behind a twisted guise of decency.
Key individuals who fund and manage Microsoft/CBS/Cnet activities also
created an organization called MediaDefender. MediaDefender was meant to
oversee and monitor the distribution growth of this Network. MediaDefender
was presented to other media companies like NBC as a Copyright protection
group to which NBC and others paid millions of dollars in fees to protect them
from piracy.
Incredibly, the officers of MediaDefender actually engaged in trafficking
pornography to the Users themselves whilst knowing that the primary Users of
this software were children.

Internet Child Pornography & The Law: The Chain of Liability
CBS owns Cnet.com an integral part of the Chain of Liability – being the
nearly exclusive commercial distributor of P2P file sharing software for over a
decade.
I. The Shocking Truth.
1yo massage-baby boy sex child porn-masturbating an infant bo(2).rar
bad girl 5 - asian nude - bad girl 5
best russian trio, father and 2 young daughter amatuer sex porn
Best Russian Trio, Father And 2 Young Daughters Incest (Sexe Sp
Incest - Young Teenage XXX - 2 Young Girls do their lucky broth
Mario world 2 yoshi island
The titles listed above are excerpts from 67,200 titles of Child Pornography
Videos taken from hacked emails found on MediaDefender’s mail server. The
numbers found in these descriptions are actually the ages of the Children
being raped, abused and exploited.
If you missed it at the beginning, a full list of these titles can be found at the
following web address:
http://www.antitrust.slated.org/media-defender/4307.html
These videos were and are freely available online through most file sharing
P2P applications like Lime Wire, Azereus, Edonkey, Frostwire and Bittorrent.
MediaDefender Inc. was a company that offered services designed to prevent
alleged copyright infringement using peer-to-peer distribution. They are
controversial because of their use of unusual tactics, such as flooding peerto-peer networks with decoy files that tie up users' computers and bandwidth.
MediaDefender also owned and controlled many porn sites of its own.
Individuals within the company promoted their sites by labeling videos with
popular mainstream recording artists names, such as Britney Spears. When
children then open these files, they would often find ads for the porn sites
owned by MediaDefender itself.
http://torrentfreak.com/mediadefender-emails-leaked-070915/
More on MediaDefender later…
II. The Reality
The following statements are supported by volumes of evidence that resulted
from fact-finding corroborated by credible sources.

Controlling the Media via Illegal Means.
In an attempt to control the Media on the Internet, a decade long planned
scheme by a handful of people was carried out in an extraordinarily immoral
and illegal method.
Shockingly, these individuals through their corporations fostered child
pornography, manipulated children into receiving pornography, and induced
them to steal copyrighted works (via downloading movies and music software
for free), in order to build a distribution network of massive proportions.
http://oversight-archive.waxman.house.gov/documents/2004081715392898690.pdf
Remember, in 2007 it was widely reported that Lime Wire was installed on
18% of all
Personal Computers. Lime Wire was exclusively distributed by Cnet.com aka
Download.com. The goal of course in creating this massive Bittorrent network
distributed across 100's of millions of computers was to minimalize the cost
of bandwidth to the streaming content provider saving 100's of millions of
dollars in bandwidth costs. This was arranged to benefit the Azureus / Vuze
Network, Fanhattan, and Glam Media.
http://venturebeat.com/2007/12/19/vuze-takes-20-million-for-iptv/
The Ring.
Paul Allen through Vulcan (Ventures) and Jim Bryer (Accel Partners) funded
with billions of dollars in investment, the development of, Bittorrent, Azereus
and other notorious file sharing programs distributed virally through Cnet.com.
As well as the addition of the Bittorrent Prodical to Lime Wire
http://www.zeropaid.com/news/7950/limewire_gets_bittorrent/
Bittorrent Usage surges past Kazaa reported July 14 2004 yet never sued (as
reported on CNET )
http://web.archive.org/web/20040806125655/http://news.com.com/Survey%3
A+Movie-swapping+up%2C+Kazaa+down/2100-1025_35267992.html?tag=nefd.top	
  
The People
Jarl Mohn, Shelby Bonnie, Neil Ashe and Quincy Smith were all employees of
Viacom’s Sumner Redstone. These men all knowingly distributed these
insidious programs through websites such as Cnet, ZDNet, and
Download.com. They were further distributed through hundreds of co-branded
sites via their master domain www.COM.com - This further implicated a huge
number of major Corporations who unwittingly aided and abetted the most

repulsive crime of the Century.
Furthermore, Shelby Bonnie, the former founder and CEO of Cnet, held seats
simultaneously on the boards of both CNET and Warner Music for two years.
During this time, Warner CEO Edgar Bronfman Jr. sued Lime Wire for
copyright infringement, and very publicly complained about the huge
monetary damage it had inflicted upon his record company, Warner Music.
However, at the same time, Shelby Bonnie, a sitting board
member of Warner Music, was also serving as a director of Cnet.com, the
exclusive distributor of Lime Wire software. More than 220 million copies in
fact.
( http://www.waynerosso.com/2011/06/20/warner-music-director-bringsinteresting-conflict-to-board-room/ ) Directly involved are Leapfrog Ventures,
Redpoint Ventures, Greycroft Partners and BV Capital and Vulcan who have
directly funded these schemes.
C. Paul G Allen.
Paul Allen was Chief Technology officer and founder of Microsoft.
He Funded CNET as the first major investor of their TV Channel. He funded
the development of Azereus, a P2P file sharing application that was later
rebranded as Vuze and is now called Fanhattan. Fanhattan is an HD video
delivery system for the Internet.
This was masterminded with his Chief Technology Officer, Paul Gardener and
CEO Olivier Chalouhi.
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Paul Allen has a history of involvement in the Film and Cable Television
business by owning and controlling Charter Communications Inc, which filed
for bankruptcy in 2009
saddled with a debt of 21 Billion Dollars.
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/02/13/charter_files_chapter_11/
Paul Allen also personally financed Shelby Bonnie’s software download
website Cnet.com/Download.com in order to distribute software, primarily filesharing P2P applications. http://www.fundinguniverse.com/companyhistories/CNET-Networks-Inccompany-History.html
Furthermore, Paul Allen was the financier and Executive Producer of an
Independent movie called “Hard Candy”. Hard Candy is defined as “An
underage girl - often aged 12 to 16 - who is particularly attractive and/or
gullible.”
Hard Candy, the film, is a story about an Internet pedophile called Jeff

Kohlver, who ensnares a 14 year old, girl called Hayley Stark. After being
seducing by Kohvler, Haley turns out to be a highly intelligent psychopath,
who gets Kohlver to kill himself.
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PXYjFl0uXg)
The film is widely reported as one of the most disturbing films ever made and
has been banned in multiple countries. It was distributed by Lionsgate, a
company which Paul Allen co-owned.

Inset - Paul Allen to the left and the character actor
who plays Kholver; Pictured on the right.
D. File-sharing and Torrents. - Azureus.
In 2006, Paul Allen and Jarl Mohn (who is currently on the board of Sumner
Redstone’s Viacom) financed and developed the distribution of Azureus/Vuze,
a file sharing torrent application also the two men were closely involved in the
financing and development of Cnet and ArtistDirect/Mediadefneder.
In 2007, Azureus, Morpheus and others were sued by the French Music
Industry Group, SPPF, under the new provisions of copyright law passed by
the French Parliament, to protect Artists from file sharing. To combat this,
Azereus was simply rebranded as “Vuze” and continues to be distributed by
Cnet.com.
http://www.billboard.com/news/france%E2%80%99s-sppf-sues-morpheusazureus-1003599084.story#/news/france%E2%80%99s-sppf-sues-morpheusazureus-1003599084.story
Microsoft ( Distribute Content to the X-Box Network)
http://techcrunch.com/2009/03/23/vuze-bittorrent-client-now-streams-video-tops3-xbox-360/
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III. Cnet.com and Download.com.
In 2006, Shelby Bonnie resigned as CEO of CNET under a cloud of suspicion
involving the backdating of stock options. He continued, however, to serve as
a director of CNET Networks until 2008, when Cnet was sold to Sumner

Redstone’s CBS Interactive. A deal
that was brokered by Quincy Smith, and overseen by the current CEO and
President of CBS Networks, Les Moonves.
The sale was reported at $ 1.8 Billion dollars. The SEC filings, however, show
that the actual number was $ 2.8 Billion dollars. We suspect that the
additional $ 1 Billion was distributed to the to Cnet shareholders at the time of
the sale to CBS who were disgruntled at the undervalued purchase price.
Interestingly, this coincided with Cnet cofounder Shelby Bonnie being
embroiled in the Cnet stock back dating scandal.
http://articles.sfgate.com/2006-10-12/business/17314432_1_halsey-minorshelbybonnie-cnet-networks/
and http://paidcontent.org/article/419-breaking-cbs-acquiring-cnet-for-18billion/
It is said that Bonnie was later cleared of wrongdoing in the stock backdating
scandal, however, we have not been able to find any actual proof of this
vindication.
CBS’s Cnet.com and Download.com have been and still are virtually the
exclusive distributors of the most notorious file sharing P2P applications. This
includes but is not limited to, Lime Wire, Bittorrent, eDonkey, Azereus,
Bearshare, Grokster and Morpheus.
Furthermore, it also includes their “forks”. Forks are the same versions of
software applications branded with different names. In this case, the forks of
P2P applications include Frostwire, UTorrent, Bitcomet and Vuze. All of which
and more can be download from Cnet.com today.
http://web.archive.org/web/20050208142637/http://reviews.cnet.com/45206450_7-5020828.html
These people’s arrogance was such that they felt safe enough with their
slogan “the trusted name of CBS” to actually host links right from their
websites to download known copyrighted material. Obviously fostering
children to believe the notion that it is ok to
steal.
In fact, it could be argued that it was not just children that these People
corrupted, but also you and I, the adults.
In 2010, Federal Judge Kimba Wood, finally shut down Lime Wire, a company
built by a group of companies and Investors that included Paul Allen.
After years of looking at the evidence, Judge Wood read the following expert
statement in Court, “since 2007 (when CBS bought Cnet), “the number of
peer to peer file sharing applications has mushroomed.” And that… “Lime
Wire was downloaded over 220 Million times from one site,

download.com.” Download.com is also known as Cnet.com
http://money.cnn.com/2010/10/27/technology/limewire_court/index.htm
Today in a clear contempt of Court Download.com/Cnet.com continues to
distribute FrostWire and other banned applications like Kazza Lite hiding
behind lies that the software only employs legal methods of file sharing and
blocks distribution of known copyrighted materials. This is a lie.
Recently the Azereus file sharing engine a far more powerful system than
Lime Wire has actually replaced the Lime Wire engine in most peer to peer
applications. Azereus which is also known as Vuze.
Here are just a few of many forks of Limewire that were and are being
distributed on Cnet

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FrostWire
Try Frostwire for Mac – and search your favourite song. The buy button is a
sham. You can download FrostWire right now and install it. You will be able to
download just about any music you want for free. The buy buttons to Amazon
are misleading.
http://download.cnet.com/1770-‐20_4-‐
0.html?query=frostwire&platformSelect=Mac&tag=srch&searchtype=downloads
&filterName=platform%3DMac&filter=platform%3DMac	
  
FrostWire for Windows
http://download.cnet.com/1770-‐20_4-‐
0.html?query=frostwire&platformSelect=Windows&tag=srch&searchtype=down
loads&filterName=platform%3DWindows&filter=platform%3DWindows	
  

Lime Wire.
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The download results on Cnet are constantly being changed to hide the real
damage it continues to cause.
However, as soon as Lime Wire was shuttered, other versions of the same
software remained on Cnet and partner sites. The numbers are staggering.
Reaching over at least 2 Billion downloads and counting. As mentioned
above, please note that from time to time, Cnet lowers its download numbers
to hide the true extent of their crimes.
B. Intent.
The facts also prove that these individuals knowingly did these crimes with
total disregard for their fellows, the markets, morality, the rule of the law, and
most importantly the innocence of children.
Archived pages of CBS shows how they offered children known copyrighted
songs for download directly from their pages with embedded links to
thousands of works from hundreds of artists. This includes works by artists
such as Madonna, U2, Britney Spears, Britney Snoop Dogg, Beyonce, and
many, many more.
For example, children who wanted to pirate Eminem without even having to
use P2P software (this could be seen as legitimizing piracy), could do so
directly from CBS/Cnet’s website pages. Not through file sharing, but directly
from CBS owned web pages.
One example of thousands of these pages can be found on the Internet
WayBack Machine at Archive.org: All one has to do to engage in such an
illegal act is scroll down to the first link mynameis2.mp3 – 3,951k 100% from
the link found at:
VOLUME II
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COPY PASTE the link directly to your browser as it may change.
http://web.archive.org/web/20010802111122/http://music.search.com/search/
eminem.html?tag=st.mu.top.list.18
C. Illegal Ploy to Save the Company.
In 2003, San Francisco California, Cnet.com was at the brink of closure. The
then chief executive officer and co-founder Shelby Bonnie partnered with
former MTV board member Jarl Mohn (who remember is currently on the
board of Sumner Redstone’s Viacom).

Soon after Mohn joined CNET, and probably due to his knowledge of the
Music World, copyrighted songs began to be served directly from Cnet’s web
pages. From that date onwards, illegal file sharing accounted for over 70% of
Cnet’s business. These downloads were largely downloaded by Children
between the ages of 11 to 17.
Another example of known copyrighted works that could be illegally
downloaded directly from a CBS/Cnet owned web page is Linkin Park. Please
scroll down to Jeff_Mucha-Gwenterrah-parkN,mp3 – 4,927k 100% from the
link found at:
COPY PASTE the link directly to your browser as it may change.
http://web.archive.org/web/20010710114552/http://music.search.com/search/li
nkin_park.html?tag=st.mu.top.list.6
Furthermore, and as QUOTED BY CNET EDITOR: "To make this slightly
easier, CNET has put together its own MP3 Web search service”
An Internet Archive link of historical data where CNET had such preset links
to known copyrighted material can be found here:
COPY PASTE the link directly to your browser as it may change.
http://web.archive.org/web/20000620025543/http://www.search.com/guides/4.
html
D. Fraudulent Precedent/ Faking Bullying and Criminality.
As you will see, the despicable schemes described in this document were
perpetuated through bullying, criminality and wanton disregard for an
individual’s rights, and in many cases, their personal freedom.
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For example, in this CBS News report, a man faces 20 years in jail for
downloading and deleting child pornography after using Lime Wire.
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xbRaY1XxME)
Or was it….
ABSTRACT - In our research over the past two years, we further believe we
have uncovered the truth behind a number of these “Criminal Prosecutions”,
which were championed primarily by the RIAA (Recording Industry
Association of America). The RIAA is the trade organization that supports and
promotes the financial well being of the major Music Labels in the USA, which
include BMG, Warner Music et al.
We have spoken to a number of individuals who as children, at the time of
their trialssome years ago, were prosecuted in Court by the RIAA and fined
millions of dollars for illegally downloading music.
Surprisingly, we found that these trials were in fact a sham. Individuals, who
will currently remain anonymous, were in fact never guilty of their crimes.
They were instead set up and paid off in order to set precedent intended to

fool the Music Companies not involved, and the public at large, into believing
that piracy was being policed.
Hundreds of Millions of people in the World have illegally used Lime Wire, or
variations of it. If you are an avid Internet user, you probably have done so
yourself. If haven’t, you know someone who has.
Ironically Jack Vaughn, CEO of CBS Comedy Central, has stated:
"We looked at the Lime Wire Store, and we said, 'Are they going to pay? Are
they going to pay on time, and are they going to expose our artists to a new
audience?' The answer was yes."
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/technology/Lime
Wire-and-comedy-central-records-make-a-deal/article63563/
E. SOPA (Stop Online Piracy Act).
The individuals and Companies blamed herein have also manipulated and
lobbied Congress to pass draconian laws that they intend to use against their
competitors, but not themselves. One of these laws is the Stop Online Piracy
Act (“SOPA”).
Though on the surface “SOPA” is a good and decent law, a number of the
lobbyists championing SOPA have a very different agenda for its use.
For example, Google Inc. has essentially ruined the perpetrator’s efforts by
becoming the dominating force on the Internet in recent years. Because of
this, Viacom has vigorously sued Google’s website YouTube for piracy.
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SOPA would in effect give Viacom et al legal authority to have YouTube shut
down within days as the “safe harbors” of the Internet would be eliminated.
Please note that when YouTube was launched, its purpose was to be a “look
but don’t touch” media environment. However, illegal software called YouTube
Video downloaders soon became readily available at none other than
Cnet.com. This software allows users to rip off and illegally download videos
posted on YouTube.
http://download.cnet.com/1770-20_40.html?query=youtube+downloaders&platformSelect=Mac&tag=srch&searcht
ype=down
loads&filterName=platform%3DMac&filter=platform%3DMac
YouTube has long discouraged downloading from it's site and writes it's
software code to prevent it. Prior to their development in China and Russia,
these YouTube downloaders were never seen before.
ABSTRACT - Please note that the head of Viacom/MTV Networks in China,
Mei Yan, went from an average reporter’s salary to a multi-million dollar
executive’s income overnight without any prior expertise in the Music Industry.
She is the daughter of China’s Governor of Censorship and is now considered
one of China’s 5 most powerful women.

(http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2010/03/18/acensorsdaughter-changes-the-system.html)
Furthermore, Viacom’s website Spike.com, formerly known as iFilm.com, is a
video website built on videos stolen directly from YouTube.
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fpGNRmchdY)
IV. The Plot Thickens….
The media guru known as Jarl Mohn is currently on the board of Viacom, of
which Sumner Redstone is Chairman. Jarl Mohn was previously known as
Lee Masters when he was a Radio DJ and working for MTV in the late
eighties.
In 2005, Jarl Mohn through his company ARTISTdirect Inc, bought into media
watchdog MediaDefender. Movie Studios and Record Companies paid many
millions of dollars to MeidaDefender/MediaGuard in order to protect their
Intellectual property.
An officer of Viacom, a part of the CBS/National Amusements empire invested
in MediaDefender
MediaDefender, however, was later dropped by the RIAA and other watchdog
organizations because of the company’s illegal activities.
MediaDefender/MediaGuard was a company that monitored files available on
file sharing networks on behalf of Viacom, Warner Music Group, RIAA and
other media companies. MediaDefender/MediaGuard was furthermore a
service funded and developed by the aforementioned people listed in this
document.
As we stated in the beginning of this document, MediaDefender’s employees
also owned and controlled many porn sites of its own, and were fully aware of
the Child pornography and illegal file sharing that was rampant in the
distribution systems of Viacom’s companies.
http://torrentfreak.com/mediadefender-emails-leaked-070915/
A copy of the hacked emails from MediaDefender’s email servers that proves
MediaDefender employees at the highest level, as well as their clients, knew
the extent of the use of File-Sharing as a means of distributing Child
Pornography:
http://www.antitrust.slated.org/media-defender/4307.html.
Jarl Mohn and Paul Allen’s MediaDefender cashes in on Porn, one of many
articles that report on MediaDefender employees exploiting their position to
profit from Pornography:
http://www.techdirt.com/articles/20080922/0312572327.shtml
Most file sharing activities are focused on illegal, unethical, or immoral activity.

Downloading copyrighted music, copyrighted software, pornographic material,
and even child pornography are the most common uses of peer-to-peer file
sharing.
http://news.cnet.com/P2P-companies-say-they-cant-filter/2100-1038_35149720.html?tag=mncol;8n
Cnet itself has reported this many times, and in fact went so far as to mock
Senator Hatch’s efforts to stop file sharing in 2004.
http://web.archive.org/web/20040711194630/http://www.cnet.com/45206450_7-5142741-1.html
A. Child Pornography.
Child pornography was and still is widely available through P2P file sharing.
For example, in the early days of P2P sharing, before the numbers
skyrocketed it was recorded that in one day, the Gnutella P2P network (which
Lime Wire is built on), had 464,000 search requests for "child pornography"in one-single-day.
P2P networks allow total anonymity of where the files are being copied. Even
though child pornography is illegal, it is widely available in P2P networks
because it is not easily traced back to the originating source.
Interestingly, MediaDefender analytics disclosed regularly that Lime Wire was
being used, primarily by children aged between 12 and 17, and that child
pornography was widely distributed through the Lime Wire Network.
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CNET’s own reporting shows this as well:
http://news.cnet.com/RIAA-Child-porn-rifeon-P2P-networks/2100-1028_35073817.html?tag=mncol;5n
B. An Example of the Culture in Legitimizing Porn to Children.
Snap.com was a Child Safe Search Engine that was acquired by Cnet.com
from NBC. At some point after acquiring Snap.com, Cnet Executives decided
that it would serve their purposes more to add keywords such as “bestiality”
and suchlike adult terminology to
generate more traffic to their search.
CULTURE “Cnet owned Snap.com had a culture of pornography.”
Tony Long 08.03.98 WIRED.com
It's an abrupt about-face for a service that only nine months ago declared
unequivocally in a press release that "Snap Online does not accept any

pornographic advertising, nor does it contain pornographic listings in its
directory of more than 100,000 hand-selected Web sites."
… According to Katharine English, Snap's executive producer, it was a solid
editorial decision based on the age-old concern of giving readers what they
want. "Our statistics showed that 40 percent of our users are looking for this
kind of material," English said: "This is a user-driven decision that has a
responsibility component in it."
A former Snap producer was more succinct: "No tits, no hits."
Read the full article here:
http://www.wired.com/culture/lifestyle/news/1998/08/14144
NB* Wired.com has been deleting evidentiary pages from their site,
therefore the link mentioned above may not last very long.
However, at the time this was widely reported and The University of
Rhode Island’s site further reported it here:
http://www.uri.edu/artsci/wms/hughes/ppsi.htm.
V. Conclusion
It is imperative that we do not forget the existence of the tens of thousands of
video files showing innocent infants and children being raped and trafficked in
the name of File Sharing.
Cnet.com earns Billions in revenue from their “pay per download’ services that
they sell to software manufacturers who in part legitimately distribute their
applications through
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Download.com and affiliate sites. However, most of that revenue is in fact
made by pay per downloads from shady producers of P2P software and the
advertising wrapped around it.
The individuals and their companies identified herein need to be held
accountable for their criminality. Without a doubt these predators, fostered the
explosion of child pornography, pornography to children, illegal file sharing
and the overall demise of the
entertainment and publishing Industries.
It is the duty of every father, mother and self respecting human being, to
demand and to compel the Authorities, to hold these Criminals accountable.
To Seek out all their accomplices and freeze the profits that they made at the
expense of Children.

The Scientific Government data provided at the beginning of this document
and the data gathered throughout our research clearly guides the Federal
Authorities in the direction of those they must immediately begin to
Investigate.
Research & Documentation by Alki David, Mike Mozart and Lilly Ghalichi
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In 2003, the US Government scientific study conservatively reported that 13%
of all images downloaded by peer-to peer file sharing programs are Child
Pornography.
NOTE: Download PDF http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d03537t.pdf
Lime Wire was and is one of the World’s most widely distributed peer-to-peer
file-sharing software (hereinafter referred to as “P2P”).
In 2007, it was widely reported that Lime Wire was installed on 18% of all
Personal Computers. For almost a decade, Lime Wire was exclusively,
distributed by Cnet.com, which is also known as Download.com.

Additional References:
Primary reference on Copyright infringement: http://www.CBSyousuck.com	
  

